
- Changing the finance function as we 

know it



The market needed SEMINE

Transaction costs have

to go down, and insight 

increase

The pace of innovation was too 

low among the big established 

players

No significant 

improvement

the last 10–20 years

No opportunity to work smarter 

on account of outdated systems



“Artificial intelligence is the 

biggest technological Wave 

we’re seeing right now”

Tore Tennøe

Director of the Norwegian Technology Council 



Artificial intelligence will change the finance function
Artificial intelligence is simply made for bookkeeping and accounting, 

and it is set to change the finance function as we know it.

A fixed set of rule for how items are to be entered
Large volumes of data and transactions

Defined processes and results



The problem

Numerous faults and 

defects in the data basis 

Low efficiency, high 

consumption of time and 

resources on validating and 

identifying data 

High

costs

60–80% are payroll costs, and 

a high level of manual work 

demands a high level of staff. 

Customers are given little 

insight into accounts data 

Poor productivity, old work 

processes supported by 

outdated technology 

40% of those asked reported that much of their time is devoted to transaction assignments, 

checking and error correction.
The Accenture maturity survey of finance functions in Norway, 2018



Our ambition:

To revolutionise the finance function 

through the use of new technology

To redesign processes and implement robotisation with 

artificial intelligence that allows full automation 

Our approach:



Cost reduction through technological development  

First generation, 

invoice processing

Second generation         

invoice automation  

Third generation

AP automation

Fourth generation

purchase to payment

Manual coding and matching

Matching with non-conformance processing, automated with rules, 

coding templates. 

Full automation of the process through the implementation of 
artificial intelligence, robotics and machine learning to achieve 
maximum matching and provide support for advanced/predictive 
analyses.

Platform structure and full integration of robotics allows full automation of 

entire processes and support for people, resulting in maximum 

optimisation and decision making such that all that remain are strategic 

assessments.
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Founders and new CEO

Robert Kristiansen  |  Director of Innovation

Jan Høgetveit |  Business Development Manager

One of the first people in Norway to succeed in offshoring 

to India. Built up Advali with a staff of 130 – and sold it to 

the Kongsberg Group in 2012.

One of the founders of Gyro, which became the biggest 

company in Scandinavia in its chosen field in just eight 

years. Has primarily worked with sales, sales 

management and management throughout his career.

Owners

Kistefos is a private investment company 

owned by Christen Sveaas. Generates value 

via active involvement through boardroom 

representation so as to develop those 

companies in which Kistefos holds significant 

ownership stakes.

Established in 2002, Amesto is a 

Norwegian group that employs more than 

1,000 people. It’s areas of specialisation 

include Cloud Infrastructure, Business 

Software, 

BI & Analytics, Consulting and 

Accounting & Payroll.

Lene Diesen |  CEO

Joined the company from the position of COO and Deputy 

CEO of Microsoft Norway, and has previously held multiple 

executive roles at Tieto/Software innovation.



About the company

Oct. 2019

70 people

Unique technological environment  

Robust industrial owners
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160,000
development 
hours

Established in 2015

Kristiansand Lysaker Kerala, India

Dec. 2018

60 people

Oct. 2017

35 people

Dec. 2016

2 people

A strongly developing startup



Your new accounting robot with artificial intelligence



INVOICE RECEPTION

Validation and learning
PROCESSING

Artificial Intelligence
INSIGHT

Gain an overview

Always correct extraction of 

data from all vouchers and

validation of these, ensures the 
best basis for getting started 
with automation.
Standardisation of 

non-structured information 

down to item line and 

dimensions provides the basis 

for effective machine learning.

Identification of patterns and 

context in vouchers forms the 

basis for automatic suggestions 

for accounting and 

categorisation of costs. 

Support for automation of 

account codes, periodisation, 

cost categories and various 

dimensions.

Work areas and dashboard in 

real time developed by 

user-friendliness Far greater 

insight and transparency give 

a far greater sense of control.

gjennomsiktighet gir langt

større følelse av kontroll.

Full automation of accounting

v v v v



Scanned invoices, 
PDFs or EHF 

invoices are fed 
into SEMINE

SEMINE posts 
and periodises 
per line item

Invoice is 
automatically sent 

for flow for 
approval

Invoice is 
automatically sent 
to the ERP-system

SEMINE learns and improves 
for every invoice it processes

SEMINE interprets and

verifies using 

central storage 
memory

SEMINE 
automatically 

triggers 

the approval flow



Auto stage

Set to apply to all 

invoices from the 

same supplier with 

the same content

Suggestion for 

coding

Verified 

coding

Verificatio

n

+ learning

Auto Accounts 

plan accounting

The SEMINE principles for learning



Open APIs and accessible

Visma Agresso M3 SAP

Navisio

n

AX

Dynamics

365
IFS Xledger

Power BI ClickView

Etc.

ERP Analysis tools
Accessible on all platforms, scalable 

cloud solution and open APIs ensure 

a future-oriented solution which 

ensures that competence and 

learning are continued in the finance 

department. Admin. 

control



SEMINE 2020

SEMINE’s ambition is to facilitate the digitalisation of the 

finance function through modern technology delivered via 

constantly renewed opportunities for the market – SEMINE 

2020

SEMINE 2019



The SEMINE accounting robot
What is the perception of SEMINE when the 

process is automated, how is SEMINE trained, and 

what value will SEMINE generate for me 

and my department?   

DEMO



Not if. 
When.
Digitalisation of the finance function is already under 
way, and the most innovative companies have 
already launched their initiatives.

Transaction costs must be brought down and insight increased:

Finance managers have to spark the change and dare to be 
among the first. The earlier you start, the more experience 
and effect you will reap.

The change is happening quickly. If you don’t start using 
new technology, you don’t allow change to happen and 
you risk being left behind on the technological highway.

Innovative people choose innovative companies. There is a 
risk that companies that fall behind in the development won’t 
manage to attract new talents and retain their skilled staff.



Our ambition for finance

Validation 

and 

checking

Automation 

and renewal

Insight 

and 

analysis

Work smarter and

generate value

Reduce transaction costs

Quality and 

compliance

Numerous 

faults and 

defects

High costs

Low insight




